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Abstract

A Model Predictive Control (MPC) strategy for motorway traffic manage-

ment, which takes into account both conventional control measures and con-

trol actions executed by vehicles equipped with Vehicle Automation and

Communication Systems (VACS), is presented and evaluated using micro-

scopic traffic simulation. A stretch of the motorway A20, which connects

Rotterdam to Gouda in the Netherlands, is taken as a realistic test bed. In

order to ensure the reliability of the application results, extensive speed and

flow measurements, collected from the field, are used to calibrate the site’s

microscopic traffic simulation model. The efficiency of the MPC framework,

applied to this real sizable and complex network under realistic traffic con-

ditions, is examined for different traffic conditions and different penetration

rates of equipped vehicles. The adequacy of the control application when only

VACS equipped vehicles are used as actuators, is also considered, and the

related findings underline the significance of conventional control measures

during a transition period or in case of increased future demand.

Keywords: Motorway traffic control, Model predictive control, Connected

and autonomous vehicles, Microscopic traffic simulation, Aimsun
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1. Introduction

Traffic congestion is associated with a variety of problems that modern

societies face. Increased travel times, infrastructure degradation, and exces-

sive environmental pollution are some of the negative consequences of traffic

congestion, rendering the need for efficient traffic management stronger than

ever. In this context, the development of various types of Vehicle Automa-

tion and Communication Systems (VACS) during the last decade may prove

beneficial, not only for the individual driver safety and convenience, but

also for their employment as important tools of innovative traffic manage-

ment approaches (Diakaki et al., 2015). It should be noted however that the

mere existence of VACS is no guarantee for improved traffic flow efficiency,

and, in fact, VACS may even lead to deterioration of the traffic conditions

if their introduction is not accompanied by proper traffic management mea-

sures. Thus, the development of traffic control strategies that exploit VACS

efficiently has been the subject of several works.

In some early works on the subject, Varaiya (1993) proposed the use of

intelligent devices in Automated Highway Systems (AHS), where it was as-

sumed that platoons of fully automated vehicles may travel in specifically

designed motorways. This complex system was suggested to be controlled

through a three-layer control structure, where the decentralized traffic flow

control tasks are implemented via roadside and vehicle computers (Rao and

Varaiya, 1994). The possibility of semi-automated or fully automated driv-

ing, leading to lane assignment problems for AHS, is considered by Kim et al.

(2008). Baskar et al. (2011), provide an in-depth analysis of the traffic con-

trol measures for Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS) and give an
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overview of developed control schemes that combine roadside controllers and

automated platoons.

Besides the decentralized control approaches for AHS, a lot of research

has been conducted on the impact of the currently existing driver assistance

systems on the motorway traffic flow conditions (see e.g., Rao and Varaiya

1993; Vander Werf et al. 2002; Davis 2004). Kesting et al. (2007) proposed an

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)-based in-vehicle strategy, capable to over-

come the potential negative impact of the driver assistance system on the

traffic conditions and to improve the overall traffic situation on the motorway.

The experiments conducted by Shladover et al. (2012), using real equipped

vehicles, have shown that, in case sufficient amount of vehicles equipped with

cooperative ACC, the highway capacity can be increased, in contrast to the

case of automated ACC systems, which resulted in minor impact on the ca-

pacity values. Wang et al. (2014a) presented a control framework whereby

vehicles equipped with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are en-

abled to set their acceleration based on the prediction of the neighboring

vehicles behavior over a time horizon. This control scheme was modified by

Wang et al. (2014b), where the possibility of synergistic control actions and

information exchange between vehicles is considered with the introduction

of cooperative ADAS. In the work by Spiliopoulou et al. (2017), an ACC-

based control scheme is presented where the settings of the ACC system are

adjusted based on the traffic conditions of specific motorway sections. This

traffic control strategy was tested using microscopic traffic simulations and

resulted in significant improvements of the average vehicle delay as well as

of the fuel consumption rates.
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Although the main research interest lies in the exploitation of ADAS sys-

tems for longitudinal flow control, some recent studies have emphasized the

advantages of cooperative lane-changing with the use of Vehicle-to-Vehicle

(V2V) communication systems. Ammoun et al. (2007) presented a lane-

changing assisting system, capable to predict the trajectory of the vehicle

and to examine risks associated with potential lane change maneuvers based

on the information received from the neighboring vehicles. The presented

model was validated with real data from tests involving an intelligent vehicle

and showed sufficient performance. More recently, a decentralized control

framework for cooperative lane-changing was proposed by Nie et al. (2016),

where it is considered that connected automated vehicles take lane-changing

decisions with the aim of improving the traffic situation in the motorway.

The lane-changing decision depends on a state prediction module, which

aims at predicting the state of the vehicles related to the automated vehicle

in the next time intervals, and a candidate decision generation module, where

the candidate decisions of each vehicle are produced based on information

received by the neighboring vehicles.

This paper is an extension of Perraki et al. (2017) and adopts the Model

Predictive Control (MPC) strategy proposed by Roncoli et al. (2016a) to eval-

uate various interesting aspects of innovative and conventional traffic control

measures for a complex real network in a realistic simulation environment.

Specifically, the applicability and effectiveness of the strategy is tested for

various combinations of control measures and different penetration rates of

equipped vehicles using a complex real infrastructure which is simulated by

use of the Aimsun (Transport Simulation Systems, 2014) microscopic traffic
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simulator, after careful calibration and validation on the basis of real traffic

data. The model is fed with real measured demands, creating a realistic and

sizable virtual test-bed for comprehensive and multi-faceted evaluation. The

core of the control strategy is the convex optimization problem proposed by

Roncoli et al. (2015b), which includes, as decision variables, actions enabled

with the aid of VACS as well as conventional traffic control measures. The

optimal control problem formulation is based on a piecewise-linear macro-

scopic traffic flow model developed by Roncoli et al. (2015a), which is how-

ever extended in the present work with the introduction of a piecewise-linear

fundamental diagram in order to capture under-critical conditions more ef-

ficiently. Moreover, while in the earlier work of Roncoli et al. (2016a) the

primary control scheme had been preliminarily tested using microscopic traf-

fic simulation for a limited hypothetical infrastructure, this paper explores

the efficiency of the strategy for a challenging and sizable real-life network

with the no-control case being the real reference case for the traffic conditions

in the motorway. In addition, we examine the case where the conventional

control measures are deactivated from the control application, so as to enable

conclusions to be drawn regarding the adequacy of the control actions which

are exclusively performed by VACS-equipped vehicles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief

overview of the optimal control problem and the employed MPC scheme. In

Section 3, the case study network is described, along with the behavioral

models and the dynamic scenario used in the microscopic simulation. Then,

the calibration process is presented, and the simulated speeds are compared

to the real measured speeds in order to demonstrate that the microscopic
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simulation is capable of replicating reality. In Section 4, the setup of the MPC

strategy is specified, and the control strategy is applied to the calibrated

model for different penetration rates of equipped vehicles. Subsequently,

the outcome of a modified control scheme, that considers only the control

actions executed by VACS-equipped vehicles, is investigated. Finally, Section

5 summarizes the main findings of the work.

2. Model Predictive Control for integrated and coordinated mo-

torway traffic control

2.1. Control framework

Several approaches have been presented in the literature for the problem

of optimal coordinated and integrated motorway traffic control (see, e.g.,

Kotsialos et al. 2002, Hegyi et al. 2005a). The application of these approaches

cannot be effectuated in an open-loop manner due to inevitable discrepancies

from reality of the employed models and external variable (e.g. demand)

prediction. Such discrepancies are mitigated by use of an MPC framework ,

whereby the optimal control problem is solved repeatedly in real time with

updated initial traffic state and demand predictions; while only a small initial

part of the computed optimal control trajectories are actually applied, before

the next updated optimization. Each optimization features a finite time

horizon, which is “rolled” with subsequent optimal control computations,

hence the synonym “rolling horizon control” for MPC. Some experiments

that highlight the efficiency of MPC for the motorway traffic control problem

can be found in Hegyi et al. (2005a), van den Berg et al. (2007), Baskar et al.

(2012).
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Within such an MPC framework, we employ an optimal control prob-

lem, which takes into account the possible use of VACS as sensors and as

actuators while operating in closed loop. The full motorway traffic control

framework, which is developed by Roncoli et al. (2016a), is designed to oper-

ate as a multi-layer application. The necessary traffic data, retrieved either

from fixed sensors or from equipped vehicles, is processed by an adaptation

and prediction layer with the purpose of estimating the current traffic state

and predicting the sort-term traffic demand. Subsequently, the outcome of

this layer is used in order to solve the optimal control problem within the

optimization layer and, finally, the numerical solution derived from the op-

timization problem is converted to actually applicable control actions in the

application layer. It is worth mentioning that multi-layer control structures

have been employed for several control applications, including traffic control

problems (see e.g. Papageorgiou 1984, Papamichail et al. 2010, Wang et al.

2016), each time of course with varying specific contents within each control

layer.

2.2. Optimal control problem

The control strategy employs a piecewise linear macroscopic traffic flow

model that was first introduced by Roncoli et al. (2015a). Herein, this model

is further developed with the introduction of a new type of fundamental di-

agram. Consequently, the extended model is used and tested in the same

optimal control framework that was first described by Roncoli et al. (2015b).

For the sake of completeness, the basic concepts of the control problem formu-

lation are presented below, while the reader may refer to the aforementioned

publications for more details.
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The multi-lane motorway is subdivided into i = 1, ..., I segments and

j = 1, ..., J lanes. Each segment-lane entity is denoted as a cell, indexed by

(i, j). The control measures that are considered in the proposed framework

are the following:

• Ramp Metering (RM): It aims at controlling the inflow from the on-

ramps to the motorway mainstream. For RM application, conventional

traffic lights are commonly employed to limit the entering flow via

proper specification of red and green phases based on the desired ramp

outflow resulted from the optimal control problem. Several approaches

for local and coordinated ramp metering based on conventional mea-

sures can be found in literature (Kotsialos and Papageorgiou 2004;

Papamichail et al. 2010; Davarynejad et al. 2011), while many stud-

ies have highlighted the advantages of integrated control involving RM

and Variable Speed Limits (VSL) measures (Hegyi et al. 2005a; Abdel-

Aty and Dhindsa 2007; Papamichail et al. 2008; Carlson et al. 2010;

Iordanidou et al. 2017). It should be noted however, that with the

increased number of vehicles equipped with VACS, direct commands

sent via Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication systems may

also be used for the execution of the ramp metering actions.

• Mainstream Traffic Flow Control (MTFC) via VSL: The use of VSL

in order to regulate the motorway mainstream flow has been proposed

in various conventional traffic control approaches (Breton et al. (2002);

Hegyi et al. (2005b); Lee et al. (2006); Carlson et al. (2011); Yang

et al. (2013); Iordanidou et al. (2015)). In cases of conventional traffic,

the speed limits are indicated with the use of Variable Message Signs
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(VMS), located on gantries, which display the same speed limit for all

lanes at a fixed space resolution determined by the gantry positions.

However, the emerging presence of vehicles equipped with VACS can

advance the application of VSL, since the drivers may directly receive

specific speed limits according to their current location and lane. More-

over, in cases of automated vehicles, the potential of direct application

of the VSL in the driving system without the driver’s intervention is

expected to further ameliorate the control actions execution. It should

be noted that some legal issues may arise on the perspective of auto-

mated vehicles receiving different speed limits than those perceived by

conventional vehicle drivers while driving on motorways, which could

be addressed via additional presence of VSL gantries in periods of still

low penetration of VACS. In the presented framework, it is assumed

that all the VACS-equipped vehicles traveling in the network can re-

ceive and apply a specific speed limit. The value of the speed limit is

delivered by the control strategy for each cell, and it is expected that,

for a sufficient penetration of equipped vehicles, this will be sufficient

to impose the speed limit to non-equipped vehicles as well; hence, no

VMS-gantries would be needed.

• Lane Changing Control (LCC): This control action, which is not ap-

plicable in conventional traffic, may be implemented by sending lane-

changing advise to an appropriate number of selected VACS-equipped

vehicles in each cell. The problem of optimal lane-assignment with the

purpose of improving safety and increasing traffic throughput in mo-

torways has been addressed in some works in the past (Varaiya 1993;
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Dao et al. 2007, 2008). More recently, Roncoli et al. (2016b, 2017)

presented a feedback control scheme for lane-changing control at bot-

tleneck locations, where vehicles equipped with VACS are capable of

receiving and executing lane-changing orders. It should be noted that

future cooperative lane-changing capabilities of vehicles equipped with

V2V communication systems may further enhance the application of

the LCC actions.

For flexibility, it is supposed that each of the aforementioned control

actions is updated according to its specific control time step which may be

specified based on human-factors and other operational requirements. The

control time steps are assumed to be integer multiples of the traffic flow

model time step. Specifically, we denote by T the model time step for an

optimization horizon K indexed by k = 0, 1, 2, .., K, where the simulation

time is t = kT . The motorway is discretized in space with the definition of

cells (i, j), and each motorway cell is characterized by the following variables:

• Density ρi,j(k) [veh/km]: The number of vehicles in cell (i, j), at time

step k, divided by the segment length Li.

• On-ramp queue wi,j(k) [veh]: The number of vehicles queuing at the

step k at the on-ramp (if any) attached to the motorway at cell (i, j).

• On-ramp flow ri,j(k
R) [veh/h]: The traffic volume entering from the on-

ramp (if any) located at cell (i, j) during the time interval (kR, kR + 1],
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where kR = d kT
TR e 1 and TR is the control step for RM. This is a control

variable that reflects the RM actions.

• Longitudinal flow qi,j(k
Q) [veh/h]: The traffic volume leaving segment

i and entering segment i+ 1, remaining in lane j, during time interval

(kQ, kQ + 1], where kQ = d kT
TQ e and TQ is the control step for MTFC.

This is the control variable regarding MTFC actions.

• Lateral flow fi,j,j(k
F ) [veh/h]: The traffic volume moving from lane j

to lane j = j ± 1, remaining in the same segment, during time interval

(kF , kF + 1], where kF = d kT
TF e and T F is the control step for LCC.

This is a control variable that reflects the LCC actions.

The following conservation law equation describes the dynamics of densi-

ties ρi,j(k) [veh/km] for each cell (i, j), where the off-ramp flow is determined

based on the time-varying turning rates γi,j(k):

ρi,j(k + 1) = ρi,j(k) + T
Li

[qi−1,j(k
Q) + ri,j(k

R)− qi,j(kQ)− γi,j(k)
∑J

j=1 qi,j(k
Q)

+fi,j+1,j(k
F ) + fi,j−1,j(k

F )− fi,j,j−1(k
F )− fi,j,j+1(k

F )];

(1)

while the dynamics of queues formed at the on-ramps due to RM actions,

with di,j(k) being the external (known) demand, is:

wi,j(k + 1) = wi,j(k) + T [di,j(k)− ri,j(kR)]. (2)

The modeling approach for longitudinal flows, proposed and tested in

(Roncoli et al., 2015a), is based on the piecewise-linear fundamental diagram

1The ceiling function y = dxe is used here, where y is the smallest integer greater than

or equal x.
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illustrated in Figure 1. The fundamental diagram consists of a demand and

a supply part which determine the flow according to the upstream and down-

stream density, respectively. This traffic flow model extends the well known

Godunov-discretized LWR (Lighthill and Whitham, 1955) model, with a

modification in the demand function in order to include the possibility to

reflect the capacity drop phenomenon, which plays a critical role in design-

ing and assessing traffic control strategies. In particular, the capacity drop

is modelled with the introduction of a linear function in the demand part

that decreases according to the slope wD in case the density ρi,j(k) in the

upstream cell exceeds the critical density ρcri,j. The flow that is allowed to

leave a completely congested cell i.e. ρi,j(k) = ρjami,j (where ρjami,j is the maxi-

mum admissible density) is denoted as qjami,j , while in the conventional CTM

(Daganzo, 1994), where the capacity drop is not taken into account, this is

equal to the capacity flow qmax
i,j . Finally, a new approach to the design of the

fundamental diagram for undercritical densities is introduced and employed

in the present study. Specifically, the left-hand side of the demand part of the

fundamental diagram is modelled as a piecewise linear increasing function,

composed by two linear functions, instead of a single linear function, which

leads to more realistic representation of undercritical traffic speed behavior

(Kontorinaki et al., 2017). Specifically, this approach leads to a speed value

(υfree) for undercritical situations, where density does not exceed a thresh-

old density value ρai,j (ρi,j(k) < ρai,j); and another, lower speed value while

approaching the critical density (ρai,j ≤ ρi,j(k) < ρcri,j).

The linear inequalities derived from the utilized piecewise linear funda-

mental diagram are used to constrain the longitudinal flows which are control
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variables of the optimization problem. Hence, inequalities (3), (4) and (5)

represent the bounds based on the demand part of the fundamental diagram;

while inequalities (6) and (7) represent the bounds based on the supply part

of the proposed fundamental diagram.

qi,j(k) ≤ υfreei,j ρi,j(k) (3)

qi,j(k) ≤
υfreei,j ρai,j − qmax

i,j

ρai,j − ρcri,j
ρi,j(k) +

qmax
i,j − υ

free
i,j ρcri,j

ρai,j − ρcri,j
ρai,j (4)

qi,j(k) ≤ −
qmax
i,j − q

jam
i,j

ρjami,j − ρcri,j
ρi,j(k) +

qmax
i,j ρjami,j − q

jam
i,j ρcri,j

ρjami,j − ρcri,j
(5)

qi,j(k) ≤ qmax
i+1,j (6)

qi,j(k) ≤ −
qmax
i+1,j

ρjami+1,j − ρcri+1,j

ρi+1,j(k) +
qmax
i+1,jρ

jam
i+1,j

ρjami+1,j − ρcri+1,j

(7)

Inequality (8) represents the upper-bound for lateral flows, determined

by the number of vehicles in the current cell, while inequality (9) is an upper

bound considering the available space in the cell that is receiving the lateral

flow. Finally, the lateral flows are constrained based on inequality (10) in

order to strictly limit lateral movements and to avoid unrealistic values that

cannot be materialized in real traffic.

[fi,j,j−1(k
F ) + fi,j,j+1(k

F )] ≤Li

T
ρi,j(k) (8)

[fi,j−1,j(k
F ) + fi,j+1,j(k

F )] ≤Li

T
[ρjami,j − ρi,j(k)] (9)

fi,j,j−1(k
F ) ≤fmax

fi,j,j+1(k
F ) ≤fmax

(10)

Fixed upper bounds are also considered for the on-ramp queues and

flows, i.e. wi,j(k) ≤ wmax
i,j , ri,j(k

R) ≤ rmax
i,j , as well as for the off-ramp flows
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γi,j(k)
∑J

j=1 qi,j(k
Q) ≤ qoff,max

i,j . Finally, non-negativity constraints are spec-

ified for all the problem variables.

The optimization problem is formalized as a convex Quadratic Program

(QP), characterized by a convex quadratic cost function subject to linear

constraints (1)-(10). The cost function J = JTTS + JPenalty , is composed

by two parts; the first part represents the Total Time Spent (TTS) and the

second part contains a set of penalty terms. The most important term to

be minimized is the TTS which accounts for the overall time vehicles spend

while traveling in the network and queuing at the on-ramps, and is given by:

JTTS = T
K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

[Liρi,j(k) + wi,j(k)] . (11)

The second part of the cost function, JPenalty, consists of a set of weighted

penalty terms. In particular, it includes a linear term that aims at penal-

izing lateral flows; and several quadratic penalty terms in order to reduce

respective time variations of RM and LCC control variables, as well as to

reduce time and space fluctuations of the speed values (approximated via

appropriate linearised expressions). Appropriate weight coefficients are uti-

lized for each penalty term in order to reflect the respective control priorities.

In particular, the weights related to lateral flows can be defined based on the

infrastructural characteristics of the network; e.g. drivers approaching a lane-

drop or an on-ramp merge may be encouraged to change lane in advance by

setting a lower weight in the respective penalization term.

2.3. Design and implementation of the control strategy

As mentioned in Section 2.1, the case study control framework is designed

to operate as a multi-layer application. Figure 2 illustrates the connection be-
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tween the different components of the control scheme including the exchange

of information among the different layers of the control structure.

The collected field data is initially filtered, aggregated and processed by

the adaptation and prediction layer so as to produce the required input for

the optimization layer. In particular, this layer comprises the critical task of

demand prediction, which is a key component of the MPC, whose efficiency

depends on the proper forecast of the demand expected during the optimiza-

tion horizon. Moreover, all the processes required for the real-time traffic

state knowledge (to be used as the initial state for the optimization problem)

are carried out by this layer as well. The advent of VACS is expected to offer

significant capabilities regarding the availability of data, which with conven-

tional vehicles is mainly obtained from road-side traffic sensors at specific

locations of the motorway. Note that this could call for a traffic state esti-

mation algorithm, like the one developed by Bekiaris-Liberis et al. (2016),

which has been tested by Fountoulakis et al. (2017) using microscopic traffic

simulations and extended by Papadopoulou et al. (2018) and Bekiaris-Liberis

et al. (2017) to account for multi-lane motorways.

Subsequently, the predicted demand di,j(k), as well as the traffic state

variables ρi,j(k) and wi,j(k) are used to feed the optimization layer where the

optimal control problem presented in Section 2.2 is solved periodically at the

predefined control intervals. The outcome of the optimization layer consists

of the numerical solution of the optimal control problem which has to be

translated to actual control actions to be applied in the motorway system.

This task is performed by the application layer which includes procedures for

converting the macroscopic control variables qi,j(k
Q), ri,j(k

R) and fi,j,j(k
F )
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to a set of control tasks.

The application of RM actions is performed using ordinary traffic signals

at on-ramps, via appropriate green and red phases, which are specified based

on the optimal ramp outflows ri,j(k
R) (see Papageorgiou and Papamichail

2008). Alternatively, in presence of VACS, the same impact can be obtained

providing the commands directly through an in-car information system.

The optimal longitudinal flows qi,j(k
Q) resulted from the optimization

layer are implemented with the employment of proper VSL which are imposed

by VACS-equipped vehicles according to their current position (cell) on the

motorway. Recall that, the longitudinal flows are constrained within the

optimization problem based on linear functions that depend on the current

densities, which are updated every model time step; therefore, a control step

for the MTFC that includes more than one model steps, would result in

excessive constraining of the longitudinal flows. For that reason, a control

step that is equal to the macroscopic model step should be initially chosen for

the MTFC actions. Eventually, in order to avoid too frequent VSL changes

and to apply all the control actions simultaneously, the computed optimal

flow values may be averaged according to the desired control application step.

The implementation of LCC actions is more complex. In the present work,

it is considered that each VACS-equipped vehicle computes the available gaps

on the left and right lanes. The optimal lateral flows, fi,j,j(k
F ) obtained from

the optimization problem at each control step and for each cell, are converted

into time-intervals between two consecutive lane-changes. At the end of

each determined time-interval, a lane-change command is sent to the vehicle

characterized by the largest gap with respect to the neighboring vehicles in
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the target lane, which implies that it is the vehicle that will produce the least

negative impact on traffic flow while changing lane.

More specific details regarding the configuration and utilized procedures

in each layer for the specific case study assessment are provided in Section

4.1.

3. Application site and microscopic traffic simulation model

3.1. Motorway description

In order to test the effectiveness of the aforementioned traffic management

strategy, a real motorway stretch is selected as a case study. The considered

stretch is part of the motorway A20 in the Netherlands, which connects

Rotterdam to Gouda and contains two pairs of on-ramps and off-ramps. The

stretch is about 9.3 km in length and is composed by 3 lanes until its 3.6

km, where the leftmost lane drops. Its complex infrastructure features make

this road section an intriguing and challenging case for the evaluation of the

proposed traffic control scheme, while the real data retrieved from relatively

dense detectors provide a good overview of the real traffic conditions. This

real data collected from the case study motorway has been also used by

Schakel and van Arem (2014).

3.2. Microscopic simulation configuration

Although some automated and connected vehicle technologies are already

available, the appearance of a sufficient number of VACS-equipped vehicles

is not expected within the next few years. Therefore, the assessment of

innovative control schemes, as the one presented in Section 2, which consider
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equipped vehicles that perform the assigned control tasks, is only possible

via application in a microscopic simulation environment.

The microscopic traffic simulator Aimsun is employed for the purposes of

this work, while its microSDK tool is used in order to overwrite the default

vehicle behavioral models. The default car-following model used for the lon-

gitudinal movement of vehicles in Aimsun, is based on the model developed

by Gipps (1981). This model, however, cannot always reproduce capacity

drop phenomena in critical regimes (Wang et al., 2005) and, for this reason,

it has been replaced with the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) car-following

model (Treiber et al., 2000). The IDM can reflect significant aspects of

the traffic flow dynamics and although the tests conducted by (Milanés and

Shladover, 2014) revealed some weaknesses of the model regarding the re-

sponse to speed changes, the fact that it exhibits crash-free vehicle behavior

and smooth adaptation to new traffic conditions (Kesting et al., 2010) makes

it a reasonable choice for simulating ACC vehicles.

The default lane-changing model utilized by the Aimsun microscopic sim-

ulator is the Gipps lane-changing model (Gipps, 1986). The main limitation

of this model is that it cannot capture realistically the merging behavior in

a critical flow regime (Chevallier and Leclercq, 2009) and therefore it was

complemented at merging network locations with some heuristic rules that

were firstly introduced by Roncoli et al. (2016a). These heuristic rules con-

sist of a set of inequality conditions considering the vehicle’s current state,

the neighboring traffic conditions and some threshold values. In particular,

linear functions of the vehicle’s current position determine the threshold val-

ues of the three variables of interest, i.e. current speed, relative speed with
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respect to the target-lane vehicles, and available gap in the target lane. The

vehicle actually moves to its target lane only if three corresponding inequality

conditions, involving the respective threshold values, are jointly satisfied.

In the microscopic simulation model, an on-ramp is followed by an accel-

eration lane, and the vehicles entering from the ramps need to change lane in

order to eventually pass to the motorway mainstream. In these acceleration

lanes, the default lane-changing model is replaced by the heuristic rules so as

to achieve realistic driver merging. Similarly, the aforementioned rule-based

approach is applied to the lane-drop region where the default model may

result in unreasonably long queues on the dropping lane, that may persist

until the end of the simulation. In conclusion, the lane-changing rules are

applied at the critical on-ramp and lane-drop areas, while in the rest of the

motorway, the Gipps lane-changing model is retained.

Besides the vehicle behavioral models, the dynamic demands scenario

needs to be defined for the microscopic simulation assessment. The real data

measurements retrieved from the field, consist of speed and flow measure-

ments from several days during years 2009 and 2010. The dataset collected

on “Wednesday 26-05-2010” is selected for model calibration, while other

datasets are used to validate the calibrated model. The duration of the sim-

ulation is 4 hours, same as the real data measurements duration. Hence, the

traffic demand assigned in the simulation scenario is composed of 240 values

of one minute duration each. The simulation step of the microscopic traf-

fic simulator, namely the intervals at which car-following and lane-changing

rules are executed is set equal to 0.4 s.
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3.3. Calibration of microscopic traffic simulation model

The reliability of the tests to be conducted within the microscopic simu-

lation environment is fostered with the calibration of the model parameters

so as to achieve simulation conditions close to reality. To this end, once

the case study network described in Section 3.1 is cautiously modeled, and

the dynamic demand scenario is created in the microscopic traffic simulator,

a sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to define the model parame-

ters that have the biggest impact on the simulation output. In this sense,

the most significant parameters of Aimsun to be tuned were identified to be

the maximum vehicle acceleration, comfortable deceleration, time headway,

desired speed, maximum give-way time, and minimum distance. These pa-

rameters are common for each type of vehicle, while, to capture the stochastic

behavior of individual drivers, a truncated normal distribution is used.

The calibration of those model parameters is a time consuming and chal-

lenging task, as they have to be calibrated simultaneously, taking into account

the mutual correlation between the selected parameters. For best efficiency

and convergence, the calibration procedure is formulated as an optimization

problem, and a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is employed for its solution. GA

has been widely applied for the calibration of microscopic simulation models

(Cheu et al. 1998; Ma and Abdulhai 2002; Zhizhou et al. 2005; Park and Qi

2006) with parameter combination chromosomes that are evaluated based

on an appropriately defined fitness function. The main advantage of the GA

consists in searching for solutions at multiple points, instead of one single

point, which typically leads to higher probability of finding a good local or

even the global optimum (Kim and Rilett, 2001).
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In the present work, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the

simulated and the observed speeds is used as the objective function to be

minimized, and the solution of the optimization problem delivers an optimal

combination of values of the most influential model parameters. Moreover,

it is ensured that the model parameters do not exceed any physical limits

by constraining them within assigned lower and upper bounds. Note that,

a calibration process that aims at achieving good fit between the model and

reality using speed data instead of traffic volume is much more challenging,

since any calibration outcome will satisfy the conservation-of-vehicles law

and the simulated flow will eventually flow out. On the contrary, tuning the

model parameters in order to match the speed dynamics on the motorway

stretch is more challenging task.

Figure 4 illustrates the automated calibration procedure that aims at

minimizing the objective function and finding a proper set of mean values

for the simulation parameters of interest. The lower and upper bounds of

the truncated normal distribution of each parameter are set based on the

resulted mean value and a predefined standard deviation value. After the

optimization-based parameter specification, the rest of the parameters of the

traffic simulator, that have a lower influence on the simulation performance,

are manually fine-tuned to achieve an even smaller RMSE value. Regarding

the modified lane-changing model described in Section 3.2, the heuristic lane-

changing rules were initially tuned in the acceleration lanes and the lane-drop

region based on visual assessment of the resulting vehicle merging behavior;

after the parameter calibration, they were re-tuned in the lane-drop section

so as to reduce the discrepancies between the congestion length formed within
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the microscopic simulation against the length appearing in reality.

The upper row of Figure 5 displays the speeds observed in the field, while

in the lower row, the speeds produced by the microscopic simulation are

displayed. The main objective of the calibration process in the present work

was the tuning of the simulation model parameters so as to replicate the

mainline congestion that starts at 06:20 a.m due to the increased demand

at the on-ramp Nieuwerkerk a/d IJssel. Given that there was no interest

in reproducing the traffic jams spilling back from the exit of the network2,

Figure 5 indicates that the microscopic simulation replicates reality with

sufficient adequacy. Note that the data around the spillback congestion were

excluded from the RMSE calculation for model calibration. The microscopic

simulation model appropriately captures the onset of congestion, which is

triggered by an increasing of demand at the first on-ramp (Nieuwerkerk a/d

Ijssel). It is also observed that the starting time of congestion, duration

and locations of the bottlenecks are in good agreement with reality. Finally,

crucial traffic flow phenomena, like the capacity drop (see Figure 6), are

successfully reproduced by the calibrated microscopic simulation model.

The calibrated model was further validated in order to confirm that it

can replicate real traffic scenarios under other conditions as well. To this

end, different demand profiles, reflecting real data collected from different

days, were used, and it was concluded that the microscopic simulation can

approach reality under other conditions as well. Table 1 includes the values

2Note that, if one wants to reproduce the traffic waves spilling back from downstream,

appropriate boundary conditions need to be set for the simulator at the exit of the mo-

torway.
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of the RMSE between the real and the simulated speeds considering the

data sets collected on different days. The seemingly high RMSE values stem

from the fact that the error is evaluated on a lane-by-lane basis and with a

sampling time of one minute for the entire simulation horizon which naturally

increases the resulting RMSE as compared to cross-lane evaluations on bigger

sampling times. Notwithstanding, the principal aim of the calibration process

in the present work is to ensure that the utilized simulation model reflects

adequately the challenging real traffic conditions and can therefore be used

to demonstrate the difference between control and no-control results. More

details regarding the validation process and results can be found in (Perraki,

2016).

4. Application and Results

4.1. MPC application

4.1.1. Optimization problem setup

For the MPC application, the benchmark network is subdivided in 21

segments with the length of each segment indicated in Figure 3. The same

dicretization stands for the microscopic case study model which consists of

21 sections with identical features as the ones defined for the macroscopic

model. Based on these lengths, the control step for the traffic flow model

is set to T = 10 s, which is the maximum value that satisfies the stability

condition CFL (Courant et al., 1928). A prediction horizon of 10 min is

selected for the MPC problem, which is adequate to traverse the major part

of the motorway stretch, so as to avoid myopic control actions. The control

actions are updated and applied to the microscopic simulation model based
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on the latest measurements and predictions every 1 min, which is deemed

sufficient for real-time responsiveness as well as for the numerical solution of

the optimization problem.

Fixed detectors at the motorway mainstream and at the on-ramp en-

trances are used to measure the flow entering the motorway. The demand

during the rolling optimization horizon is predicted in a naive way, i.e. set

constant during each prediction horizon and updated for the next optimiza-

tion horizon based on the exponentially smoothed value that has been com-

puted from the actual measured demand up to that point in time. The queue

lengths at each on-ramp and the cell densities and speeds, which are used

as initial conditions for each MPC optimization problem, are taken directly

from the simulator. Clearly, in a real implementation, these values would be

available from corresponding measurements or estimates.

In order to avoid an excessive constraining of the longitudinal flows within

the optimization problem, a control step equal to the macroscopic model step

is chosen for the MTFC actions as mentioned earlier. The optimal longitudi-

nal flow values are subsequently averaged, based on the control application

step which is 1 min, and converted to the respective VSL actions to be exe-

cuted by VACS-equipped vehicles.

Since the proposed traffic flow model allows the introduction of different

parameter values of the fundamental diagram for each cell, it was decided

to use two different FDs. Considering that segment 8 contains the lane-

drop, strong lateral movements are expected from lane 3 to lane 2. These

intense lane-changing actions cause a drop of capacity in lane 2, which cannot

accommodate equally high longitudinal flows as the other cells. Thus, a
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fundamental diagram with lower capacity value is used for cell (8, 2) and a

different one for the rest of the network. Note that the possibility to account

for a capacity reduction due to the lateral movements may be included in

the optimization model. However, it was decided, for the sake of simplicity,

to refrain from the exploitation of this option, since the capacity of the

motorway seemed to remain unaffected by the lateral flow, except for the

aforementioned cell.

The values of the fixed upper bounds for the on-ramp queues and flows

wmax
i,j , rmax

i,j and for the off-ramp flow qoffi,j , as well as the values of the max-

imum lateral flows fmax were manually tuned based on the outcome of the

MPC application in one single replication with the overall purpose of achiev-

ing a good match and performance in the microscopic simulation environ-

ment. The selected values were subsequently used to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the MPC scheme in the rest of the replications. Additionally,

the parameters of the two employed FDs have been identified based on the

critical values (capacity flows (qmax
i,j ), critical densities (ρcri,j), under-critical

speeds (υfree) etc.) observed at each location of the stretch while running

the specific replication and the cost weighting coefficients of the optimization

problem have been specified taking into account the infrastructure features

of the motorway. Specifically, a low-valued weight coefficient is set for the

lateral flow penalization for segments 6,7, and 8 from lane 3 towards lane 2

in order to encourage the vehicles approaching the lane-drop to change lane

in advance and thus mitigate potential bottlenecks in the region. Similarly,

a low weight is chosen for the penalization of the lateral movements in seg-

ments 9 and 15, from lane 1 to lane 2 so as to prevent high densities in lane
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1 due to the subsequent merging on-ramp.

The same dynamic scenario utilized for model calibration is used so as to

test the efficiency of the MPC scheme under realistic conditions. Merely the

time varying turning rates are replaced with the respective constant mean

value for each off-ramp during the simulation period. The latter is necessary

because, in case of time-varying turning rates, the control application would

influence the exiting volumes from the off-ramps, and as a consequence, the

total traveled distance. Hence, the TTS would not be comparable for the

no-control versus control cases.

4.1.2. Implementation of the control strategy

During the control application, the speed of each equipped vehicle is

computed based on the microscopic car-following rules, and is then bounded

if it exceeds the VSL ordered by the controller for the respective cell. The

speed of the manually driven vehicles is computed based on the local (fixed)

speed limit value defined for each section of the microscopic model, similarly

to the case that no control strategy is applied to the motorway.

For the LCC application, the optimal lateral flows derived from the opti-

mization layer are translated to a respective number of lane-changing advises.

These lane-changing commands are sent during the microscopic simulation

to a number of selected equipped vehicles that are considered to result in the

least negative impact on traffic flow after changing lane. In case no vehicles

are capable to change lane as requested, the last command is repeated within

the next simulation step(s). In the present application, it is considered that

the drivers of the equipped vehicles that receive lane-changing demands are

in full compliance with these advices, subject only to physical constraints
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that may disallow a vehicle to actually change its lane. More specifically,

while the lane-changing commands are sent to the selected vehicles during

the simulation, the microscopic model’s gap-acceptance and safety condi-

tions need to be satisfied in order to attain the execution of the lane-change.

However, any deviation between the optimal lateral flows and the actually

executed lane changes may be partially compensated thanks to the feedback

nature of the MPC. Note also that due to the implemented approach on the

lane-changing execution, a minimum required time between two consecutive

lane-change commands within the same cell is taken into account in order

to avoid unrealistic number of lane-changes in very short intervals. Addi-

tionally, the vehicles that plan to exit from the motorway via off-ramps are

excluded from the list of candidates to accomplish the optimal lateral flows

and therefore their route remain unaffected from the control application. The

manually driven cars, in case of mixed traffic conditions, as well as the VACS-

equipped vehicles that do not receive orders to change lane, simply follow the

maneuvers determined by the default lane-changing model employed in the

microscopic simulation model. The control step for the LCC actions within

the MPC is set equal to 1 min.

The RM control actions are independent from the presence of VACS-

equipped vehicles in the motorway. Conventional traffic lights are placed

about 10 m upstream of each on-ramp nose, with the intention of controlling

the rate of vehicles entering the motorway. Appropriate green and red phases,

are computed to implement the optimal ramp inflow resulted from the MPC

for each control step, which is set to 1 min for RM as well.
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4.2. Conducted experiments

The calibrated microscopic simulation model, as presented in Section 3.3,

is capable of replicating reality with good accuracy. Although the tuning of

the simulation model parameters was conducted using a single replication,

in order to enhance the statistical significance of the assessments results, a

set of 10 replications is used for each investigated scenario. For each of these

replications, the same values resulted from the calibration process are uti-

lized for the stochastic parameters, using however a different random seed

for the generation of each vehicle’s characteristics. Despite this change, all

the no-control replications are reproducing the start time, the duration and

the location of congestion similarly to the original employed replication illus-

trated in Figure 5.

In the next sections, the effectiveness of the MPC framework, is tested

under different conditions and traffic control scenarios. Section 4.2.1 gives an

overview of the traffic conditions in the motorway without the application of

any control scheme. Then, in Section 4.2.2, the efficiency of the optimal con-

trol actions is examined for the cases of 100% VACS-equipped vehicle fleet,

as well as for mixed traffic conditions. Section 4.2.3 assesses the efficiency of

the control strategy in case conventional RM actions, which are not enabled

by VACS, are disabled.

4.2.1. No-control case

The first experiment concerns the evaluation of the calibrated microscopic

simulation model without the application of any control strategy. As de-

scribed in Section 3.3, the traffic pattern of the microsimulation matches the

real traffic conditions, i.e. the congestion is triggered at around 06:20 a.m.
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due to the increased demand at an on-ramp and spreads further upstream,

where the situation is deteriorated further due to the lane-drop. Eventu-

ally, the congestion dissolves at 08:00 am. This case is used as a reference

case in order to assess the performance of the presented traffic management

framework.

The strong congestion pattern is reproduced by the set of 10 replications,

and the acquired average TTS in the motorway for the 4-hour simulation

period, is TTS=1335 veh·h with a standard deviation of 89 veh·h. In the

following experiments, the average results of the control application are pre-

sented, but the outcome of the replication with the closest TTS to the average

value is more thoroughly described. Figure 7 shows the traffic situation for

this replication in case no control actions are applied.

4.2.2. MPC under different penetration rates

In this section, the efficiency of the MPC strategy is examined for the

cases of fully and partially VACS-equipped environments. It is considered

that in the 100% penetration rate case, all vehicles are capable of sending

information required for the optimization problem as well as receiving and ex-

ecuting control tasks. On the contrary, in the case of mixed traffic conditions,

where the simulated flow consists of conventional and equipped vehicles, only

a limited number of vehicles can implement the traffic control decisions.

In the latter case, only the vehicles equipped with VACS are receiving

the VSL decided by the controller; whereas, for the remaining vehicles, the

maximum speed is computed according to the nominal speed limit defined for

the motorway, i.e. 120 km/h. Similarly, for the LCC, only vehicles equipped

with intelligent devices are able to receive and implement lane-changing com-
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mands. Therefore, in order to avoid strong discrepancies between the optimal

lateral flow and the actually accomplished one due to insufficient amount of

equipped vehicles, the upper bound of the lateral flow fmax is decreased pro-

portionally to the penetration rate reduction. Finally, the introduction of

mixed traffic conditions in the motorway does not affect the RM application,

since traffic lights control the inflow from the on-ramps.

The MPC control scheme is evaluated under the assumption of 100%, 50%

and 20% penetration rates, each with a set of 10 replications. The average

results of the application are presented in Table 2. The overall improvement

on the TTS value in the 100% penetration rate case is, as expected, the high-

est, compared to the lower penetration, with a reduction of 18.5 % in the

average TTS and 77 % in TTS standard deviation. However, even for the

cases of 50% and 20% of equipped vehicles, the control strategy leads to sig-

nificant amelioration of the traffic conditions, since the average time spent is

decreased by 17.4% and 13.9%, respectively. Note that the improvement on

the TTS standard deviation values implies that the variation of traffic con-

ditions from replication to replication is accordingly lower when the control

scheme is applied. Hence, this improvement which is much more pronounced

at high penetration rates, reflects increased travel time reliability which is a

significant objective of modern traffic systems.

In order to examine in more detail how the controller manages to mitigate

traffic congestion, some results of the replication with a TTS value closest to

the average are presented. Figure 8 displays the speeds with MPC, for the

cases of 100% (upper row) and 50% (lower row) penetration rates. In the case

of a fully VACS-equipped traffic, it appears that the LCC and RM actions are
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capable of avoiding traffic congestion without strong MTFC actions. On the

other hand, the decrease of the penetration rate, and, as a consequence, of the

possible maximum lateral flows, leads to the request of more intense MTFC

actions from the optimizer in the 50% case. Thus, the small congestion

appearing in the second row of Figure 8, is a consequence of the MTFC

actions which aim to achieve capacity flow at the downstream bottleneck.

The improvement of the traffic conditions in the motorway stems mainly

from the mitigation of the congestion-induced capacity drop, which leads to

queue discharge rates lower than the free-flow capacity. Figure 9 indicates

that, indeed, the throughput during the peak period is increased downstream

of the bottleneck location, and the motorway operates at flow rates closer to

its nominal capacity thanks to the applied control strategy. The performed

integrated control actions, which result in this improvement are:

• Strong LCC actions are performed in segments 6, 7, and 8 in order

to move vehicles from lane 3 to the adjacent lane before approaching

the lane-drop location. In order to create sufficient space in lane 2 to

accommodate the flow entering from lane 3, lateral movements are also

requested from lane 2 to lane 1. Figure 10 displays the computed opti-

mal lateral flows and the actually accomplished (within the microscopic

simulation), right lateral movements for segment 7.

• The congestion due to the increased demand at the Nieuwerkerk aan

den IJssel on-ramp is avoided with the application of RM at periods

of high demand flow. At the same time, LCC actions are performed

at the segment upstream the on-ramp i.e. segment 9, from lane 1 to
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lane 2, allowing to maintain capacity flow (see Figure 9) and to avoid

significant speed breakdown.

• The aforementioned LCC and RM actions, prevent the appearance of

traffic congestion in the case of 100% equipped vehicles in the motor-

way. However, for partially automated traffic, the speed breakdown

at the bottleneck is avoided via additional MTFC actions from 6:30

AM until 7:00 AM, which limit the flow arriving from upstream by the

creation of the short-lived controlled congestion appearing in the lower

row of Figure 8. Note, however, that the speed within this controlled

congestion in lanes 2 and 3 has a higher value than the one in the no-

control case. Figure 11 illustrates the speed limits that are requested

from the MPC in the case of partially equipped environment in order

to create a controlled congestion at segment 4 and the actual measured

speeds at this location during the microscopic simulation.

• Left lateral movements are also requested in the segment upstream of

the Moordrecht on-ramp in order to avoid traffic jams at that location.

In parallel, RM actions are also applied in periods with high demand

at this on-ramp.

4.2.3. MPC under different penetration rates without RM

The contribution of RM to the travel time reduction is tested with the

application of the control framework considering only the integrated MTFC

and LCC actions. The possibility of controlling the on-ramps is excluded

within the optimization problem by setting an upper bound, wmax, equal
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to 0 for the on-ramp queues while the traffic lights are deactivated in the

microscopic simulation.

Table 3 contains the results of this scenario, examined again for the set of

10 replications and employing the same three the assumption of 3 different

penetration rates. The average results of TTS reduction, compared to the

no-control case, reveal that the application of the control scheme taking into

account only the control actions executed by VACS is capable of mitigating

traffic congestion efficiently. Specifically, for the 100% and 50% cases, the

time spent in the motorway is decreased by 16.4% and 15.9%, respectively,

which is only a small deterioration of less than 2.1% compared to the respec-

tive cases where RM is also integrated in the controller. However, for a lower

penetration rate as 20%, where less vehicles are able to accomplish control

tasks, the improvement is lower. In particular, in the conducted experiment

without RM, the TTS is improved by 7.9%, which is a drop of 6% with re-

spect to the original control application, while the standard deviation of the

TTS is roughly equal to the no-control case.

Figure 12 illustrates the traffic conditions in the motorway, for the 100%

and 50% penetration rates, with the modified MPC application. As expected,

stronger MTFC actions are requested from the controller in both cases, due

to the lack of flow control measures at the on-ramps. However, given that

in the 50% case there is limited feasibility regarding the LCC actions, these

MTFC actions are inevitably more intense compared to the 100% penetration

rate case.

The results of this section emphasize the fact that conventional traffic

control measures, such as RM, may have to be employed during the transition
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period where only a minority of vehicles are equipped so as to receive and

execute commands from a traffic management center. But even at high

penetration of equipped vehicles, RM may be valuable in holding back traffic

at the on-ramps and mitigating congestion at periods of high demand.

4.2.4. Statistical validity of results

Several studies have been carried out on the validity of microscopic traffic

simulation models and the required simulation runs (see e.g. Toledo and

Koutsopoulos 2004 and Truong et al. 2015). In the experiments illustrated

here, the accuracy of the microscopic simulation model is ensured by the

calibration process, that results in simulation performance close to reality for

the no-control case. However, in order to further confirm the robustness of

the presented traffic management framework, a statistical test was performed.

Specifically, a paired sample t-test has been conducted in order to prove that

the mean difference between the TTS in the performed replications in the no-

control and in the control cases is significantly different from zero. The null

hypothesis H0 : µ = 0 states that the improvement on the TTS due to the

control application is due to random variation and the alternative hypothesis

HA : µ 6= 0 declares that the mean difference between the no-control and the

control cases is not equal to zero. Since the resulted p-value is < 0.02 for all

the conducted control experiments the null hypothesis is rejected and we can

imply that there is significant difference between the TTS in the no-control

and in the control cases, at a 98% confidence interval.
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5. Conclusions

The effectiveness of the MPC approach proposed by Roncoli et al. (2016a)

has been tested for a realistic complex infrastructure using the microscopic

traffic simulator Aimsun, which is initially calibrated in order to ensure the

reliability of the simulation performance. The test site network is a stretch

of the motorway A20 from Rotterdam to Gouda in the Netherlands with

two couples of on-off/ramps, a lane-drop and a traffic pattern that leads

to strong recurrent congestion. The application of the control strategy has

been examined for the cases of fully VACS-equipped traffic and also for mixed

traffic conditions, with conventional vehicles and various penetration rates of

equipped vehicles. The outcome of this thorough investigation revealed that

the integrated control actions are able to relieve or even utterly avoid the

traffic congestion in the motorway under high and lower penetration rates.

A second traffic control scenario has been employed in order to assess the

impact of the conventional RM action by removing them from the integrated

traffic control problem. The obtained results indicate that the control actions

executed by VACS-equipped vehicles have the potential to mitigate traffic

congestion even without the use of conventional control measures, since es-

pecially for high penetration rates the difference between the improvement

on the TTS is rather small for the two scenarios. On the other hand, for

lower penetration rates or higher demands, the achieved improvements may

be reduced, and this underlines the usefulness of conventional traffic con-

trol measures, such as RM, during the transition period, but also in a fully

equipped traffic environment where demands may be increased compared to

the current levels.
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Figure 1: The proposed FD including both the demand (solid lines) and the supply (dashed
lines) piecewise-linear functions.
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Figure 2: Multilayer control structure.
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Figure 3: Stretch of the motorway A20 used as the case study network.
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Figure 4: Optimization-based calibration process
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Figure 5: Contour plots for speeds observed in the field (upper row) and produced by the
microscopic simulation (lower row).
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Figure 6: Aggregated flow exiting segment 10 reflecting the capacity drop reproduced by
the traffic simulation model at the bottleneck location in a similar way as in real traffic.
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Figure 7: Contour plot for speeds in the no-control case for one replication.
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Figure 8: Contour plots for speeds in the control case, for 100% (upper row) and 50%
penetration rate (lower row)
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Figure 9: Comparison between aggregate flows in no-control (blue) and in the control
(red) case with 100% penetration rate, at segments 10-11.
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Figure 11: Comparison between optimal (red) and accomplished (blue) speed limits at
segment 4 for 50% penetration rate.
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Figure 12: Contour plots for speeds in the control case without RM for 100% (upper row)
and 50% penetration rate (lower row).
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Table 1: RMSE between real and simulated speeds for the calibrated and the validated
scenarios.

Calibration Validation

Date Wednesday,
26-05-2010

Monday,
08-06-2009

Thursday,
25-06-2009

Monday,
21-06-2010

RMSE (km/h) 17 17 14 19
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Table 2: Average results of 10 replications for the MPC application

Penetration rate (%)
TTS [veh·h] TTS improvement (%)

Average S.D. Average S.D.
100 1088.5 20.5 18.5 77.0
50 1102.0 27.1 17.4 69.6
20 1149.7 69.5 13.9 22.1

No-Control case 1335.0 89.17 - -
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Table 3: Average results of 10 replications for the MPC application without RM

Penetration rate (%)
TTS [veh·h] TTS improvement (%)

Average S.D. Average S.D.
100 1116.4 30.9 16.4 65.4
50 1123.0 41.8 15.9 53.1
20 1229.2 88.2 7.9 1.1

No-Control case 1335.0 89.17 - -
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